ABSTRACT

AMALIA FITRI. 10050010091. GAMBARAN PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL BEING PADA WANITA PENYANDANG LUPUS DI SYAMS DHIUHA FOUNDATION.

Lupus is an abnormal response of the body's defense or immune response abnormalities, when the immune system attacks the body's own cells or part of the body's internal systems. Impact faced odapus include physical and psychological problems. Efforts to reduce the impact experienced odapus, formed a non-profit foundation is the only city of Bandung is Syams Dhuha Foundation. The purpose of this study was to obtain empirical data on the psychological well-being in Persons with Lupus in Syams Dhuha Foundation. Usability study is expected to improve the ability in himself to accept and face the disease Lupus. This study is based on the concept of the theory of Carol D. Ryff Psychological Well Being (PWB). The research method using descriptive method to 12 people odapus. The data collection was a questionnaire consisting of 54 PWB valid statement adaptation of psychological well being scales theory C.D. Ryff. Results showed that 50 % odapus have PWB high, and 50 % lower odapus have PWB. The highest dimension that many achieved by odapus is purposive dimension in life and lowest dimension is the dimension of enviromental mastery. This shows that odapus already feel has meaning in his life and has a clear purpose in life, but some of them still exist are difficult to open and establish warm relationships with others in their environment.
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